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An archive of about 3,900 didactic videos 
targeted to be used in public schools and 
stored on heterogeneous media 
(such as vhs, betacam, ¾ U-matic). 
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Goals
•To digitalize a selected subset of these 
videos
•To restore their quality whenever it was 
possible
•To create an online archive
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Analysis 1 digitalization
1. To model the digitalization process 
workflow
• Digitalization steps
• Actors involved 
• Specific skills required
2. To find a solution in managing very large 
files, which is the main issue for a digital 
video archive. 
Raw material 100GB/hr 4:2:2 uncompressed 8bit 
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Analysis 2 conversion and storage
1. To develop an automatic ingesting 
procedure for videos and their metadata 
in Dspace
2. To create  tools for video streaming and a 







• Media check for flaws
• Preliminary audio and video corrections
– Color correction via TBC 
– Color correction via Color bars and Vectorscope
– Audio levels via 1kHz tone over color bars
• Analogical video and audio digitalization into 
uncompressed files 4:2:2
ACTORS





• Audio and video flaw check
• Post-production Color correction
• Audio resync and level correction
• Creation of an high quality master copy
 
ACTORS





• Creation of Master DVCPro50 cassette
• Archive Master Copy on fileserver
















• Original Data on custom text database
SOLUTION
Java parser
• decode and aggregate data
• produce a csv output 
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Archiving Metadata-2




• Tape Physical damages
ACTORS





Original data was manually inserted
– Transcription errors
– Incorrect data
Single titles had multiple copies
– Each copy had different problems
– Editors and video operators generate 
notes about media status
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Archiving regionecatalog 2
   SOLUTION
We developed an MsAccess application
• Holds original data
• Manage multiple copies
• Holds Operators notes





• Dspace lack of a filter-media plug-in being able to 
manipulate audio-video data
– No preview
– No format conversion
• Dspace item correlation with the master copy is 
missing.























Master copies are huge 











Dspace servers connected via
– Ssh (remote control)

































Online usability Progressive download
Less infrastructure requirements
Apache – iis - tomcat
Better firewall/proxies interaction
Plain http – https traffic
Limited Scrub forward
Download point limit
Limited video format options
Flv – mp4/mov h264 - Theora
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• Flowplayer swf + js Api library
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Dspace Visual aspects
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Dspace Visual aspects
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Storyboard acts as a still 
preview of the movie
 in the item list
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Dspace Visual aspects
Music  contents
No preview
Album cover
Multiple bitstreams
Floating player
Mp3 format
has stream support
multiplatform
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View action loads 
a player into 
the bitstream row
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Album covers
Act as previw in item list
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Thank You!
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